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ABSTRACT: Compared to oxides, the nitrides are relatively
unexplored, making them a promising chemical space for novel
materials discovery. Of particular interest are nitrogen-rich
nitrides, which often possess useful semiconducting properties
for electronic and optoelectronic applications. However, such
nitrogen-rich compounds are generally metastable, and the
lack of a guiding theory for their synthesis has limited their
exploration. Here, we review the remarkable metastability of
observed nitrides, and examine the thermodynamics of how
reactive nitrogen precursors can stabilize metastable nitrogen-rich compositions during materials synthesis. We map these
thermodynamic strategies onto a predictive computational search, training a data-mined ionic substitution algorithm specifically
for nitride discovery, which we combine with grand-canonical DFT-SCAN phase stability calculations to compute stabilizing
nitrogen chemical potentials. We identify several new nitrogen-rich binary nitrides for experimental investigation, notably the
transition metal nitrides Mn3N4, Cr3N4, V3N4, and Nb3N5, the main group nitride SbN, and the pernitrides FeN2, CrN2, and
Cu2N2. By formulating rational thermodynamic routes to metastable compounds, we expand the search space for functional
technological materials beyond equilibrium phases and compositions.

■ INTRODUCTION

High-throughput computational materials screening has
become an established technique to efficiently probe for
novel stable compositions across unexplored materials
spaces.1−6 These predicted compounds can focus the scope
of experimental synthesis efforts, drastically accelerating
materials exploration compared to traditional “Edisonian”
trial-and-error searches.7 Nitrides are a particularly compelling
class of materials to explore computationally,8−11 as they are
rare in nature and difficult to synthesize in the laboratory. They
also have significant technological relevance, as the unique
bonding characteristics in nitrides yield electronic structures
that range from metallic to semiconducting, producing
materials with properties relevant to applications spanning
refractory ceramics,12,13 superconductors,14,15 solid-state light-
ing,16,17 photovoltaics,18,19 photocatalysts,20,21 thermoelec-
trics,22,23 piezoelectrics,24,25 permanent magnets,26 and more.
Stability is a major search criterion in the computational

discovery of new materials, and there is great emphasis placed
on identifying ground-state materials. However, thermodynami-
cally metastable phases are routinely observed during materials
synthesis,27,28 and may possess superior properties for some
applications as compared to those of their corresponding

ground-states. If a metastable phase can be synthesized and
kinetically retained, it can be a suitable candidate for use in
functional devices. In nitrides, the low chemical reactivity of the
N2 molecule drives phase equilibrium toward nitrogen-poor
compositions, typically leading to reduced nitrides with metallic
electronic structure.29 However, the metastable nitrogen-rich
phases should possess cations in the higher oxidation states,
manifesting in useful semiconducting properties, and are thus of
particular technological interest for electronic and optoelec-
tronic/photovoltaic applications.
In this study, we employ high-throughput computational

screening to explicitly search for metastable nitrogen-rich
nitrides. In addition to their potential semiconducting proper-
ties, these metastable nitrides are compelling search targets for
two reasons: (1) In our recent survey of the thermodynamic
metastability of inorganic crystalline solids,30 we found nitrides
to be the chemistry class with the largest fraction of metastable
phases, and to have the highest accessible thermodynamic
metastability of all inorganic solids, suggesting that crystalline
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metastability is readily accessible in the nitrides. (2) We have
experimentally demonstrated reactive sputtering with atomic
nitrogen precursors as a technique to synthesize highly
metastable nitride thin-films.31,32 These two observations
inspire the search for novel metastable nitrides in this relatively
uncharted chemical space.
In this work, we begin by briefly reviewing the thermody-

namics and bonding of nitrides, with emphasis on the unusual
magnitude of their metastability. We then discuss our
experimentally validated thermodynamic strategy to synthesize
metastable nitrogen-rich nitrides, using reactive nitrogen
precursors under constrained equilibrium where the N2
molecule cannot form. Within this thermodynamic framework,
we perform a high-throughput computational search for novel
metastable binary nitrides, utilizing a data-mined structure
predictor combined with DFT ab initio phase stability
calculations, following the workflow in Figure 1. Our results
demonstrate that even in the relatively simple binary nitride
space, there may still be new compounds awaiting experimental
discovery.

■ NITRIDE THERMODYNAMICS
Although the earth’s atmosphere is composed of 78% N2 versus
21% O2, the majority of observed minerals are oxides, while
nitride minerals are considerably more rare. The lack of natural
nitrides can largely be attributed to the low chemical reactivity
of the N2 molecule, originating from the extremely stable N2
triple-bond (bond energy of −9.75 eV). This high N2 stability
also drives correspondingly more-positive nitride formation
energies, which, on a per anion basis, is an average of 240 meV/
anion more positive than oxide formation energies.33 For this
reason, metals that would nitridize generally oxidize instead,
which underlies the rarity of nitride minerals in nature, and also
the difficulty of phase-pure nitride synthesis under ambient
conditions.
The small formation enthalpies of nitrides might suggest that

they are relatively unstable compared to oxides, but we
previously found nitrides to actually possess the greatest
average cohesive energies of all materials chemistries.30 These
high cohesive energies partially originate from the 3− valence
state of solid-state nitrogen, which leads to a large electrostatic
contribution to the ionic component of the lattice cohesive
energy. Additionally, nitrogen has a relatively low Pauling
electronegativity for an anion, allowing it to form strong
covalent bonds with electropositive elements.34 This mixed
ionic/covalent nature results in highly cohesive solids, with a

diversity of structures far greater than that of the more ionic
oxides, and includes structural idiosyncrasies like covalent
network solids (Si(CN)2), non-close-packed anions
(Sr3Ge2N2), metal nitride clusters (Li10N3Br), infinite 1-D
covalent chains (Ba2GaGeN), corrugated layered structures
(Na2K13W7N19), and more.35,36

In our previous data-mining study on the thermodynamic
scale of inorganic crystalline metastability,30 we identified a
strong correlation between the cohesive energy of a chemistry
class, and its accessible thermodynamic metastability, defined
by the average enthalpy above the ground-state phase(s). We
rationalized that a high cohesive energy can enable the
persistence of highly metastable structural arrangements.
Nitrides, being the most cohesive chemistry, were also found
to have the largest fraction of metastable phases, and the
highest accessible thermodynamic metastability of all inorganic
solids. As summarized in Table 1, while 50% and 90% of all
observed and computable37 metastable inorganic phases are
found within 15 and 70 meV/atom of the hull, respectively, for
nitrides the median and 90th percentile of metastability are 67
and 190 meV/atom. This metastability threshold is significantly
higher than what is typically considered in computational
materials searches, and suggests that chemistry-specific
tolerances on metastability should be implemented during
computational screenings for novel materials.

■ SYNTHESIS STRATEGY FOR METASTABLE
NITROGEN-RICH NITRIDES

A general principle for the synthesis of metastable phases is to
identify conditions of “constrained equilibrium”, where the
formation of the equilibrium phases is kinetically inhibited. In
Figure 2, we illustrate a strategy to synthesize metastable
nitrides under constrained equilibrium, visualized using the
convex hull formalism, which plots nitride formation energies
against their compositions. Thermodynamically stable phases
lie on the convex hull, denoted by the convex curve connecting
phases on the lowest-energy envelope. Metastable phases have
an energy above the convex hull, and the energy above the hull
is a measure of their thermodynamic metastability.
Because the N2 molecule is so stable, nitrides often possess

small or positive formation energies. A rational design route to
solid-state nitrides, then, is to synthesize nitrides using nitrogen
precursors that are not so strongly bound. Indeed, most
successful nitride syntheses exercise this strategy. Examples
include ammonolysis, where instead of N2, ammonia is used as
a nitrogen source to convert oxide and halide precursors to

Figure 1. Schematic of the workflow for computational prediction of novel nitrides.

Table 1. Statistics on the Metastability of All Observed and Computable37 Crystalline Solids in the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database

nitrides oxides all inorganic solids

no. of unique ICSD phases 1253 13 497 29 902
percent metastable (T = 0 K) 59.8% 56.0% 51.6%
ΔH(E − EGS) − median 67 meV/atom 15.4 meV/atom 14.9 meV/atom
ΔH(E − EGS) − 90th percentile 190 meV/atom 62 meV/atom 70 meV/atom
median cohesive energy −6.38 eV/atom −6.26 eV/atom −4.88 eV/atom
electronegativity 3.02 3.44
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nitrides.33 Azide precursors can also provide high nitrogen
activity for nitride synthesis, as they decompose as N3

−(g) →
N2 + N + e−, yielding a “free” highly reactive nitrogen atom.38

Nitrogen fugacity under pressures up to 50 GPa was
extrapolated from thermochemical data39 to have a chemical
potential up to +15 kBT/N2 above the N2 standard state (∼1.25
eV/N at 2000 K).40 Another extreme case of reactive nitrogen
precursors is atomic nitrogen, which can be made from the
cracking of N2 molecules in the plasma of reactive-sputtering
processes. We previously used low-temperature reactive
sputtering to synthesize thin-films of metastable Cu3N and
Sn3N4 semiconductors,31,32 and determined from measured
phase boundaries that this technique can yield nitrogen
chemical potentials up to +1 eV/N above standard-state N2.
A similar plasma-based synthesis was used to synthesize Na3N,
which was also confirmed to be metastable.41,42 Syntheses of
metastable nitrides often require low-temperature reaction
conditions, which kinetically inhibit decomposition into
gaseous N2 or transformation to equilibrium phase(s).43

Under constrained equilibrium, where reactive nitride
precursors cannot recombine to form N2, phase stability on
the nitrogen-rich end should be calculated with respect to the
chemical potential of the reactive nitrogen precursor. This may
“stabilize” nitrogen-rich metastable nitrides (Figure 2B), as they
are above the convex hull with respect to standard-state gaseous
N2, but are below the hull connected with the reactive
precursor. The formation energies of many transition metal
nitrides are less than −1 eV/atom in magnitude, and because
the chemical potential of reactive sputtered monatomic
nitrogen can be +1 eV/N, there exists a large thermodynamic
window for a metastable nitride to stabilize. The NH3 precursor

of ammonolysis reactions can also be placed on the nitrogen
axis of Figure 2B, by the following half reaction: μN = μNH3

−
3/2 μH2

, yielding ΔμN2
= +0.46 eV/N at standard state. If there

is ambient oxygen, the partial pressure of oxygen can also
influence ΔμN2, by μN = μNH3

− 3/2μH2O + 3/2μO,
44 although

oxide products may be thermochemically competitive with
desired nitrides.
The use of reactive nitrogen precursors specifically promotes

the formation of nitrogen-rich metal nitrides, with cations in
the highest possible oxidation states.29 Syntheses of oxides with
reactive oxygen precursors, such as peroxide and ozone, have
also resulted in highly oxidized transition metal cations,45

suggesting that the use of high chemical potential anion
precursors may be a general strategy to achieve high metal
oxidation states. In summary, the low chemical potential of N2
drives metal−nitride compositions toward the nitrogen-poor
“subnitrides”, where the nitrogen atom occupies interstitial sites
of a metal sublattice (analogous to metal carbides) and does
not adopt an anionic charge, leading to metallic electronic
structures. On the other hand, nitrides with the transition metal
in higher oxidation states should have N3− anions, resulting in
semiconducting properties.
Nitrogen-rich metastable nitrides may also serve as

precursors to metastable reduced nitrides, if the nitrogen-rich
nitride is reduced under elevated temperatures and reducing
agents (such as H2 gas). Once a reduced nitride has nucleated
on a nitrogen-rich nitride, supersaturation under mild
conditions could yield further crystal growth on the reduced
solid. We previously used this technique to synthesize
metastable SnN from metastable Sn3N4.

46 The characterized
X-ray diffraction pattern for SnN was found to be consistent
with not the lowest-energy SnN polymorph, but rather one that
was structurally related to Sn3N4, suggesting that Sn3N4 may
have heterogeneously templated the more thermodynamically
metastable SnN structure.
In the current investigation, we have focused our predictions

on new nitrogen-rich metastable nitrides stabilizable under high
nitrogen chemical potential (Figure 2B). Plausibly, any
metastable phase with negative formation energy with respect
to sputtering conditions (Figure 2, C/D/E) could be kinetically
favorable by preferential nucleation on coherent epitaxial
substrates.47,48 However, explicitly identifying these materials
and the conditions of their kinetic preference will require more
calculations, and are beyond the scope of this study. Readers
interested in polymorphs (Figure 2C) and nitrogen-poor
compounds that phase separate into other condensed phases
(Figure 2D), can access these structures from the Materials
Project49 and the NREL Materials Database for free.50

Metastable phases with positive formation enthalpy with
respect to sputtering conditions (Figure 2F) are not
thermodynamically accessible and thus cannot form under
these conditions.

■ METHODS
Data-Mined Nitride Prediction. To identify novel nitrides, we

employ a data-mined structure-prediction algorithm (DMSP),6,51−53

which makes rational chemical substitutions on existing crystal
structures to generate new unobserved phases in silico. By computing
the formation free-energies of DMSP-suggested phases in DFT, and
then comparing the formation energies of these phases against the
known convex hull, we can identify novel stable nitrides and
stabilizable nitrides. We previously used this technique to identify
new stable ternary oxides.6

Figure 2. Schematic convex hull in a binary metal−nitrogen space,
with an arbitrary metal specified as M. Under constrained equilibrium,
where N2 does not form, and where the nitrogen precursor is available
in a more reactive form than N2, the convex hull should be drawn with
respect to the higher chemical potential nitrogen precursor, which
could stabilize the metastable phase (B) on the nitrogen-rich portion
of the convex hull.
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We train the DMSP on the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database
(ICSD), mapping isostructural compounds and identifying which
cations are statistically prone to substitute for one another. We can
train the DMSP on all ICSD compounds, but the ICSD is dominated
by oxides, and it is unclear if a substitution matrix trained on oxides
also applies to nitrides. On the other hand, training the DMSP on only
the sparser nitride space has an order of magnitude fewer data-points
than oxides to train on. We test the predictive power of a DMSP
trained on four different chemical spaces: (i) nitrides only; (ii) nitrides,
phosphides, arsenides, and antimonides (N + P + As + Sb); (iii)
nitrides and oxides (N + O); and (iv) nitrides, oxides, phosphides,
arsenides, and antimonides (N + O + P + As + Sb). The training is
performed on all compounds, not just binaries, and substitutions are
designed to allow for ternaries to act as candidates for mixed-valent
binary nitrides.
For a given composition, the DMSP provides a list of candidate

structures, and the predictive power of a DMSP is evaluated on the
basis of its ability to “predict” the structure of a known compound
within the list of candidate structures. To compare the predictive
power of the four chemical spaces as training sets, we perform 10-fold
cross-validation, meaning each data set is parsed into 10 subsets, and
then the DMSP is trained on 9 sets and is validated for its ability to
recover the structures in the 10th set. This process is repeated 10
times, using each subset as a validation set, and the 9 remaining subsets
for training. Figure 3 compares the predictive ability of the DMSP

trained on the four chemical spaces, where the probability of
recovering a structure in the validation set is shown as a function of
the length of the candidate structure list. We find the most predictive
set to be the set of all pnictides (N + P + As + Sb), which has superior
prediction capability to either oxide-containing set, and is better than
just nitrides for long prediction lists.
Our cross-validation results show that adding oxides to a DMSP

training set is not beneficial for predicting nitrides, indicating that
cation chemistry influences oxide and nitride structures differently.
Figure 4 shows the data-mined substitution matrix for the 40 most
common ionic substitutions in a DMSP, trained for nitrides and
trained for oxides, where darker sections indicate higher probability for
ionic substitution. We identify from Figure 4 two main differences
between cation chemistry in oxides and nitrides. (1) The nitride
substitution matrix shows numerous regions of unobserved sub-
stitutions, whereas oxides are observed to exhibit greater flexibility in
ionic substitution. Both oxides and nitrides prefer homovalent
substitutions, although while heterovalent substitutions in the oxides
are commonplace, the 2+/3+ substitution is rare in the nitrides, with

exceptions in Mn, Fe, Co, and Cr cations. (2) In general, redox-active
metals exhibit lower oxidation states in nitrides than in oxides, for
example, TiN vs TiO2, or MoN vs MoO3, meaning that common ionic
substitutions in high-valence state oxides may not apply to nitride
chemistries. These two factors explain why the oxide-trained DMSP is
not effective for nitrides, and more generally suggests that DMSP
training should be chemistry-specific.

Because predicted structures are constructed by substitution on
observed structures, if the structural prototype of a particular nitride
has never been observed, the DMSP cannot predict its structure.
However, by the variational principle, the true nitride structure will be
lower in energy than the DMSP-suggested structure, and so DMSP
results are still useful for probing novel low-energy compositions within
a chemical space. However, because the electronic and optical
properties of these nitrides are structure dependent, more
sophisticated structure-prediction calculations should be performed
in these chemical spaces before assertion of their properties.

Using the substitution matrix, we used the DMSP to suggest 1605
new possible nitride phases for 140 binary M−N compositions, where
M includes all alkali metals, alkali earth metals, transition metals,
precious metals, and main group elements, up to atomic number 83
(Bi), excluding Be, Tc, Hg, Tl. Formation energies for these suggested
phases are then computed in density functional theory, and stability is
evaluated in the convex hull formalism described earlier.

Density Functional Theory Calculations. Predicting the critical
ΔμN2

that stabilizes a metastable nitrogen-rich nitride relies on

accurate formation energies for both the nitrogen-rich phase, and for
the next-reduced nitride in composition space. DFT calculations of
formation energies typically require correction schemes when one of
the elemental end-members is a diatomic molecule at standard state,
which is the case for nitrides. We benchmarked two correction
schemes for computing nitride formation energies: the fitted elemental
reference energies (FERE),54,55 as used in the NREL Materials
Database,50 and a gas-fit correction scheme,56 as used in the Materials
Project database.49 Both schemes aim to minimize formation energy
errors using a linear least-squares fit on elemental reference energies,
but in the FERE scheme, the fit is performed on all elemental-phase
chemical potentials, whereas in the gas-fit scheme, only the N2 gas
chemical potential is fitted. Both schemes predict formation energies
of binary nitrides similarly well, with an RMSE = 0.117 eV/atom for
the FERE scheme, and an RMSE = 0.103 eV/atom for the gas-fit
correction scheme.

However, we found that the critical ΔμN2
as calculated from the two

schemes can differ by up to 2 eV/N under some circumstances, which
is a qualitative difference between “synthesizable” and “not
synthesizable”. In particular, this occurs when competing nitride
phases are close in stoichiometry, such that small differences in the
predicted formation enthalpy become amplified in ΔμN2

. We found the
discrepancy between schemes to originate primarily from their
different treatments of nitride electronic structures, which can vary
from metallic subnitrides to semiconducting nitrogen-rich nitrides.
The FERE scheme was originally designed for semiconducting or
insulating metal−nonmetal compounds54,55 and uses GGA+U for
transition metal cations. In metallic subnitrides, this approach can lead
to unphysical positive formation energies that are inconsistent with
experiment. The gas-fit scheme, which uses GGA for all compounds,
accurately calculates exothermic formation energies for many observed
metallic subnitrides, but likely overstabilizes the semiconducting
nitrogen-rich nitrides. A general trend emerges where FERE likely
overestimates critical ΔμN2

for metastable nitrogen-rich nitrides,

whereas the GGA-based gas-fit scheme likely underestimates the
critical ΔμN2

. Detailed discussion and analysis of benchmarking results
can be found in Supporting Information SI.1.

We ultimately base our thermodynamic analysis on a gas-fit
correction scheme, while using the recently released SCAN (strongly
constrained and appropriately-normalized) metaGGA functional.57

The SCAN functional is theoretically superior than PBE-GGA at the
calculation of densities and energies in solids with mixed bonding and

Figure 3. 10-fold cross-validation showing the probability to recover a
known nitride from a structural candidate list when the data-mined
structure predictor is trained on four different chemical spaces. The
number of unique entries in each training space are the following: O,
14622; N, 3105; P, 3422; As, 1357; Sb, 1423. Asymptotes in the
probability of recovery are due to unique structural prototypes in the
validation data set that are not in the training data set.
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electronic structures,58 and exhibits more accurate polymorph energy
rankings for some transition metal oxides.59 Figure 5 shows SCAN
nitride formation energies benchmarked against known experimental
formation energies of binary nitrides, yielding an RMSE = 0.099 eV/

atom. By careful investigation of the convex hulls (Figure 6), it appears
that SCAN accurately reproduces negative formation energies in the
subnitride region, while not overstabilizing the nitrogen-rich phases as
from a PBE-GGA scheme. The SCAN critical ΔμN2

is generally found

to be in-between the ΔμN2
as calculated from the gas-fit and FERE

schemes, and therefore offers a practical compromise between the gas-
fit and FERE correction schemes for identifying stabilizable nitrogen-
rich nitrides.

Total energies of known and DMSP-suggested nitrides were
calculated with density functional theory using the Vienna ab initio
software package (VASP),60,61 using the projector augmented-wave
method with the SCAN metaGGA functional. Plane-wave basis cutoff
energies are set to 520 eV. The k-point densities were distributed
within the Brillouin zone in a Monkhorst−Pack grid,62 or on a
Gamma-centered grid for hexagonal cells, and used default k-point
densities in compliance with NRELMatDb and Materials Project
calculation standards, which were calibrated to achieve total energy
convergence of better than 0.5 meV/atom. Each structure is initiated
in ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and antiferromagnetic spin config-
urations, and the lowest-energy configuration is used for phase stability
calculations. DFT relaxations that resulted in “phase-separated” unit
cells with metal slabs and N2 molecules were removed from the data
set. Phase stability calculations are computed using the phase diagram
analysis package in Pymatgen,63 calculated with respect to known
nitride phases from the Materials Project,49 attained using the
Materials Project REST API,64 and with total energies recalculated
in SCAN.

Figure 4. Data-mined substitution matrix for nitrides (orange) trained on the nitrides + pnictides, compared to the substitution matrix for oxides
(blue) trained on the oxides. The 40 most common substitutions are shown. Darker tiles correlate to higher probabilities of ionic substitution, with a
log probability threshold of −5 for the darkest tiles, and −11 for the lightest tiles, as described in ref 52.

Figure 5. Binary nitride formation energies from DFT-SCAN
compared to experiment. The nitrogen reference chemical potential
is fitted to −18.79 eV/N2, yielding RMSE = 0.099 eV/atom, compared
to the “molecule-in-a-box” chemical potential of −19.17 eV/N2 (with
RMSE = 0.128 eV/atom).
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the DFT calculated phase stability of the 1605 binary
nitrides suggested by the data-mined structure predictor, we
found 22 to be stabilizable under ΔμN2

= +1 eV/N, and 9 more

to be stabilizable by ΔμN2
= +1.5 eV/N. Nitrides that are

metastable but stabilizable under high nitrogen chemical
potential were found in binary nitride systems with the
following cations: Bi, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ir, Mn, Mo, Os, Pb, Pd, Pt,
Re, Ru, Sb, Sn, Ti, and V. These binary nitride systems tend to
have either shallow convex hulls (formation energy of the
“deepest” phase less negative than −0.5 eV/atom), or no
known stable phases. Our calculated stabilizable binary nitrides
are exhibited in Table 2, along with their ICSD or DMSP
provenance and thermodynamic (meta)stability properties. For
a detailed investigation, readers are invited to view the convex
hulls for the aforementioned stabilizable systems in Supporting
Information SI1.3.
Metastable Nitrides That Can Be Stabilized by

Reactive Nitrogen Precursors. Because the N2 molecule
has such low chemical potential, convex hulls in transition
metal nitrides tend to be pinned at low nitrogen compositions,
such that the stable nitrides typically have metal cations in a
reduced oxidation state. However, by increasing the nitrogen
chemical potential, we predict a host of stabilizable high
oxidation-state nitrides for the transition metal systems V−N,
Mn−N, Cr−N, Mo−N, and Nb−N, many of which have not
yet been reported or hypothesized in the literature.
We predict that the transition metal nitrides V3N4, Cr3N4,

and Mn3N4 can be stabilizable under nitrogen chemical

potentials of +0.30, +0.92, and +0.92 eV/N, respectively. The
critical Δμto be stabilized under a very highN2

for V3N4 is calculated with

respect to the rock-salt VN, which is the stable phase under
ambient conditions. The 4+ oxidation state is common in the
oxides of vanadium, chromium, and manganese, and so it is not
surprising that it is found in nitride systems, under suitably high
nitrogen chemical potential. None of these phases have
previously been reported in the literature, in either
experimental or theoretical studies. We also predict a new
phase Nb3N5, isostructural to the Ta3N5 structure, that is
stabilizable under a relatively mild +0.20 eV/N. Nb3N5 has not
been reported in the scientific literature, although a recent
patent reports its synthesis,65 and measures a band gap of 1.6
eV, suggesting it may be a promising semiconductor for solar
energy conversion applications.
Titanium nitride, Ti3N4, has been extensively sought after,66

as Hf3N4, Zr3N4, Si3N4, and Ge3N4 are all known to exist, but
Ti3N4 does not. Its properties have been the subject of
numerous computational studies,67,68 but its experimental
synthesis has not been conclusively established.69 We calculate
that although Ti3N4 is only 90 meV/atom above the hull, which
is within the thermodynamic range of observed metastable
nitrides, due to its compositional proximity to the very stable
TiN, it can only be stabilized under N2 chemical potentials of
+0.60 eV/N. Although this may be accessible under reactive
sputtering, this is likely above the chemical potential range of
ammonolysis, which was the primary synthesis methodology in
the past. We also computed a recently synthesized titanium
pernitride, TiN2, to be stabilized under a very high ΔμN2

=

Figure 6. Calculated convex hulls for Ti−N, Mn−N, Fe−N, and Nb−N systems. The convex hull formed by the dashed line is the convex hull under
standard-state N2 gas, and the red convex hull is with respect to a nitrogen chemical potential of +1 eV/N. Blue circles indicate known ground-states
in the ICSD that are stable phases on the convex hull. Red squares are known metastable ICSD phases, and green diamonds are DMSP-predicted
phases from this work. Materials with magenta borders have N−N bond lengths comparable to pernitrides.
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+1.18 eV/N,70 suggesting that perhaps with careful annealing
under lower pressure Ti3N4 may be isolated.
Since the synthesis of Re3N in 2010,71 many experimental

and computational studies have targeted the higher-nitrogen
rhenium nitrides.72 We predict a broad collection of nitrogen-
rich rhenium nitrides with compositions ReN, Re3N4, Re3N5,
and ReN2 that are all within 350 meV/atom above the hull and
can be stabilized under ΔμN2

up to +0.5 eV/N. ReN2 may have
been synthesized in 2012,73 and was claimed to have the MoS2
crystal structure, although this has been contested in a
computational study.74 Our predictions of intermediate ReN
(+0.48 eV/N), Re3N4 (+0.64 eV/N) and Re3N5 (+0.68 eV/N)
compositions are in a thermodynamic range that suggests that
careful tuning of the experimental ΔμN2

during synthesis may
yield a variety of novel rhenium nitrides.
Of the main group nitrides, we identify a new metastable

antimony nitride, SbN, that is 400 meV/atom above the hull
with respect to standard-state N2, but can be stabilized under
ΔμN2

= +0.8 eV/N. Crystalline antimony nitrides have never
been reported before, although SbN has been reported in
molecular form,75 and Sb3N was previously made in amorphous

form.76 The computed thermodynamic conditions for the
synthesis of SbN are less aggressive than for Cu3N, which was
synthesized under reactive-sputtering conditions, which sug-
gests that synthesis of this compound may be promising.
Finally, we also predict post-transition metal nitrides BiN,

Pb3N2, and Pb3N4, that may be stabilizable under very high
nitrogen chemical potentials. BiN was previously synthesized as
a nitridizing agent,77 although its crystal structure was not
determined, as it was noted that it was highly metastable and
would explode upon mechanical shock. We calculate BiN to be
720 meV/atom above the hull, and stabilizable only under
+1.44 eV/N, so it is remarkable that solid BiN could be
prepared. We also predict a Pb3N4, at 750 meV/atom above the
hull, and Pb3N2, at 420 meV/atom above the hull, which may
be stabilized with +1.32 and +1.05 eV/N, respectively.
Although these lead nitrides might be synthesizable, they may
decompose explosively like BiN, as heavy main group cations
tend not to contribute significantly to the lattice cohesive
energy, suggesting low kinetic barriers for N2 decomposition.
Although not as metastable as the Bi- and Pb-nitrides, we have
previously found bulk powders of Cu3N to explode above 70

Table 2. Metastable Nitrogen-Rich Nitrides Stabilizable by Reactive Nitrogen Precursorsa

nitride compd prototype ICSD ID prototype structure space group E abv hull (eV/atom) decomp products pernitride critical μN2 (eV/atom)

RuN2*
b 167872 RhN2 F4̅3m 0.10 Ru + N2 N 0.20

Nb3N5 76460 Ta3N5 Cmcm 0.03 Nb5N6 + N2 N 0.20
Sn3N4*

c 89525 Sn3N4 Fd3̅m 0.16 Sn + N2 N 0.29
V3N4 100135 Si3N4 P21/m 0.04 VN + N2 N 0.30
ReN2*

d 187441 ReN2 C2/m 0.23 Re3N + N2 Y 0.41
RuN2*

b 240754 RuN2 Pmnn 0.30 Ru + N2 N 0.45
PtN2*

e 166462 PtN2 Pa3̅ 0.30 Pt + N2 Y 0.45
ReN 162871 BN Cm 0.16 Re3N + N2 N 0.48
OsN2*

f 260545 OsN2 P6/mmm 0.35 Os + N2 N 0.52
FeN2 240759 OsN2 Pnnm 0.18 FeN + N2 Y 0.54
IrN2*

f 240755 IrN2 P21/c 0.38 Ir + N2 Y 0.57
Ti3N4 78944 Zr3N4 Pnma 0.09 TiN + N2 N 0.60
Re3N4 156339 Ge3N4 Pnma 0.27 Re3N + N2 N 0.64
PdN2*

g 191244 PdN2 Pnnm 0.44 Pd + N2 Y 0.65
Re3N5 95782 P3N5 Imm2 0.34 Re3N + N2 N 0.68
Re2N 181874 Re2N P63/mmc 0.08 Re3N + N2 N 0.72
SbN 162883 BN P21/c 0.40 Sb + N2 N 0.80
Cu2N2 60168 MoN P1̅ 0.40 Cu + N2 Y 0.81
CrN2 240754 RuN2 Pnnm 0.27 CrN + N2 Y 0.82
Na3N*

h 421115 Na3N Pm3̅m 0.21 Na + N2 N 0.84
Cr3N4 156339 Ge3N4 Pnma 0.13 CrN + N2 N 0.92
Mn3N4 100135 Si3N4 P21/m 0.13 MnN + N2 N 0.92
Mo3N5 95782 P3N5 Imm2 0.22 MoN + N2 N 0.97
Ti3N4 92156 Si3N4 P31c 0.14 TiN + N2 N 1.00
Cu3N*

I 53313 Cu3N Pm3̅m 0.26 Cu + N2 N 1.04
Pb3N2 91273 NiSr2N2 Pnma 0.42 Pb + N2 N 1.05
TiN2*

j N/A TiN2 I4/mcm 0.39 TiN + N2 N 1.18
MoN2*

l 260549 OsN2 P4/mbm 0.38 MoN + N2 Y 1.23
Pb3N4 41952 C3N4 R3m 0.75 Pb + N2 Y 1.32
Pb3N2 182699 Nb2N3 Pnma 0.54 Pb + N2 N 1.35
Mo2N3 16528 MoNCl3 P1̅ 0.24 MoN + N2 N 1.37
BiN 162876 BN Pnma 0.72 Bi + N2 N 1.44
Pd3N2 162795 Ca3N2 C2/m 0.58 Pd + N2 N 1.46

aPrototype structure refers to the compound from which the structure originated. A prototype structure which is the same as the compound in
column 1 indicates that the compound was previously known. If not, then the structure is predicted by DMSP. If the prototype structure of the true
nitride has not been observed previously, experiment may find a lower-energy structure for these compositions. Starred nitrides indicate previously
synthesized compounds. TiN2 was synthesized in 2016 and did not have an ICSD entry at the time of this publication. bRef 87. cRef 31. dRef 74.
eRef 84. fRef 88. gRef 85. hRef 41. IRef 32. jRef 70. lRef 79.
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°C, but found our Cu3N thin-films to be shelf-stable for over a
year, suggesting that thin-films of metastable solids may exhibit
enhanced resistance to decomposition.
In 2015, a novel molybdenum nitride with composition

MoN2 was reported, synthesized under mild pressures, and
found to crystallize in the rhombohedral MoS2 structure with
R3m symmetry.78 When we calculate the MoN2 phase in this
MoS2 structure, we found it to be 690 meV/atom above the
hull, and that it could not be stabilized under reasonable
nitrogen chemical potentials, due to its compositional proximity
to the very stable MoN phase. In agreement with a recent
computational structure prediction study, we also calculated a
pernitride in the P4/mbm symmetry to be the lowest-energy
structure, stabilizable under 1.23 eV/N.79 It will be interesting
to determine the mechanisms that yield the formation of MoN2
in the R3m-MoS2 structure, and to understand the factors that
give preference to this structure over the lower-energy MoN2
structures. We also predicted Mo3N5 and Mo2N3 phases in the
Mo−N system, with critical ΔμN2

of +0.97 and +1.37 eV/N,
respectively.
Pernitrides. Pernitrides are a prominent class of metastable,

nitrogen-rich binary nitrides that consist of an N2
4− anion of

bond order 1 (isoelectronic to an F−F bond). The metastable
pernitrides are in contrast to the stable alkali earth diazenides,
CaN2, SrN2, and BaN2, of bond order 2 (isoelectronic to
OO) which can be synthesized by decomposition of the
corresponding azides under high pressure.80 The discovery of
PtN2 and IrN2 under high-pressure synthesis,

81−84 coupled with
their high bulk moduli (∼400 GPa), spurred an extensive effort
to synthesize such ultraincompressible materials. In the past
decade, all of the precious metal pernitrides have been
synthesized, spanning IrN2, PtN2, PdN2, RuN2, RhN2, and
OsN2.

85−88 These precious metal pernitrides exist primarily in
the pyrite or marcasite structure, and are metastable under
ambient conditions. We calculate their standard-state formation
enthalpies to be in the range +200 to +450 meV/atom,
requiring ΔμN2

up to about +0.7 eV/N.
Very recently, titanium pernitride, TiN2, was investigated

theoretically,89,90 and was then synthesized under high-pressure
synthesis at 73 GPa, with a bulk modulus in the range 360−385
GPa.70 We calculate the ΔμN2

for TiN2 to be +1.18 eV/N,
much higher than the precious metal pernitrides. The existence
of TiN2 suggests that other transition metal pernitrides may be
synthesizable. In this work, the DMSP algorithm also predicts
the existence of an iron pernitride, FeN2, under ΔμN2

= +0.54

eV/N, and a chromium pernitride, CrN2, under ΔμN2
= +0.82

eV/N. While FeN2 was recently proposed from a theoretical
study and found to be stabilizable under 17 GPa,91 CrN2 has
not yet been discussed in the literature. These thermodynamic
windows are less aggressive than those for TiN2 and the other
pernitrides, suggesting that they are compelling pernitride
targets for experimentalists to investigate via high-pressure
synthesis. We also identify a copper(I) pernitride, with
composition Cu2N2, which may be synthesizable under ΔμN2

= +0.82 eV/N. This is lower than the ΔμN2
= +1.04 eV/N we

used to synthesize Cu3N under reactive sputtering.
Although many of these observed and predicted pernitrides

should be thermodynamically accessible under reactive-
sputtering nitrogen chemical potentials of +1 eV/atom,
pernitride synthesis has universally involved high-pressure
reactions, and pernitrides have never been observed via solid-

state ammonolysis, or reactive-sputtering methods. This opens
up the question of whether or not there is a special pressure-
activated component of high-pressure synthesis required to
yield pernitrides. Indeed, transition metal nitrides (e.g., TiN,
MoN, RuN, CrN) are routinely deposited by sputtering, yet
their corresponding pernitrides have never been reported in
thin-film form. Elucidating the intermediate steps in the
formation pathway of pernitride anions will determine if
pressure is a necessary component of pernitride synthesis, and
if not, if there are industrial-compatible synthesis techniques,
such as sputtering or solid-state synthesis, that could enable
their application on a large scale.
We note that the DFT-calculated formation energies of

diazenides tend to be more stable in GGA than in SCAN, as
can be seen in the Ca−N, Sr−N, and Ba−N hulls in Supporting
Information SI.3. We previously found DFT to overstabilize
peroxides relative to oxides,92 and hypothesize that such
overstabilization may also be occurring for diazenides and
pernitrides in unmodified GGA.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Our recent identification of the extraordinary metastability of
solid-state nitrides, coupled with rational experimental strat-
egies to synthesize them, inspired this targeted computational
search for novel metastable nitrogen-rich nitrides. Our data-
mined ionic substitution structure predictor identified novel
metastable nitrogen-rich binary nitrides in transition metal and
main group nitride systems, that were then calculated by DFT
to be stabilizable under reactive nitrogen precursors. Notably,
we predicted the nitrogen-rich transition metal binary nitrides
Mn3N4, Cr3N4, V3N4, and Nb3N5, and the main group nitride
SbN, which should all be stabilizable under reactive sputtering
with low temperature, and low target−substrate distances,
which can achieve ΔμN2

= +1 eV/N. We also predicted the
pernitrides FeN2, CrN2, and Cu2N2, which have stability
windows commensurate with other pernitrides that were
successfully synthesized under high-pressure synthesis.
The search strategies we used in this work for binary nitrides

can be extendable to ternary and quaternary nitride spaces,
including metal−metal nitrides, and metal−anion nitrides such
as oxynitrides and fluoronitrides. The enormous combinatorics
of the ternary and quaternary spaces have even more possibility
for the discovery of novel materials in this underexplored
nitride space. More generally, this paper represents a new
strategy in high-throughput computational materials design to
target metastable materials. By identifying conditions of
constrained equilibrium where the formation of ground-state
phases is kinetically limited, we devise rational design strategies
toward the directed synthesis of metastable compounds. This
work can serve as a case study: As experimentalists identify new
synthetic routes to exotic or novel materials, these synthesis
conditions can be included in thermodynamic screening
criteria, to broaden the search space of computational materials
design beyond equilibrium phases and compositions.
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formation energies using SCAN + gas-fit correction;
prediction of new nitride polymorphs in SCAN; and
convex hulls in the Gas-fit/FERE/SCAN schemes for Bi,
Cr, Cu, Fe, Hf, Ir, Mn, Mo, Nb, Pb, Pd, Pt, Re, Ru, Sb,
Sn, Ta, Ti, V, W, and Zr (PDF)
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